Otley Brewing Company	

At Otley the key words are quality and innovation. This family run Welsh
brewery has been impressing judges at festivals for over a decade now,
including winning Champion Beer of Wales in both 2006 and 2008, the
same year that two of its beers scooped Best In Class at CAMRA’s
Champion Beer of Britain awards.	

Under the watchful eye of head brewer Charlie Otley, the company,
produces an expansive collection of premium beers, ranging in style
from its refreshing O4 Colombo Golden Ale to the highly individual O8
Epic – a Golden Ale like no other. 	

Not content with simply brewing, the Otley family’s interests extend to
a group of pubs around Pontypridd, offering an ideal showcase for these
beers, which also enjoy national distribution through craft specialists.	

O4 Colombo	

Alcohol: 4.0% ABV. 	

Tasting note: A very pale but aromatic Golden Ale, packed with hoppy
flavour in a bitter, thirst-quenching style with a satisfying herbal finish. 	

O9 Blonde 	

Alcohol: 4.9% ABV 	

Tasting note: A variation on a traditional Wheat Beer, this is pale gold in
colour with flavours of malt, wheat, orange peel, coriander and cloves.	

O Ho Ho	

Alcohol: 5.0% ABV 	

Tasting note: This Christmassy brew has sweet pumpkin, nut and apple
tart aromas with a palate full of apple and cinnamon character.	

Oxymoron	

Alcohol: 5.5% ABV	

Tasting note: Chocolate, marmalade, cheese, bitter orange and dark malt
all marry together in this creamy textured, dry finishing beer. 	

Saison Obscura	

Alcohol: 5.5% ABV 	

Tasting note: A Continental style dark ale, exotically flavoured with grains
of paradise, curaçao and orange peel.	

O6 Porter	

Alcohol: 6.6% ABV 	

Tasting note: A rich, flavoursome style matured in cask for four month,
this is full of roasted and chocolate aromas with caramel on the palate.	

Motley Brew	

Alcohol: 7.5% ABV	

Tasting note: Amber in colour with plenty of orange and pineapple
character with a creamy texture and fine finish.	

O8 Epic	

Alcohol: 8.0% ABV 	

Tasting note: This strong Golden Ale is deceptively smooth and drinker
friendly – in moderation! Hoppy aromas complement good bitterness.	


